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Introduction

Following the ITER first plasma, ITER will undergo operation preparing for the main deu-

terium and deuterium–tritium campaigns [1]. During this preparatory phase, referred to as Pre-

Fusion Power Operation (PFPO), stable H-mode operation will be demonstrated, and several

systems, including auxiliary heating & current drive, various diagnostics, ELM mitigation, and

divertor heat flux control, will be commissioned. Hydrogen and helium will be the main plasma

species to ensure non-active operation.

For commissioning of the ELM mitigation systems, stable operation in ELMy H-mode is

required. One of the scenarios suggested for this purpose is the hydrogen plasma half-field half-

current baseline (7.5MA/2.65T). Auxiliary heating and current drive is done by a combination

of ECRH and hydrogen NBI, since there exists no efficient ICRH heating scheme for this partic-

ular scenario [2]. This results in a maximum auxiliary heating power of 53 MW (20 MW ECRH

and 33 MW NBI) with the presently suggested design of the ITER heating systems. This paper

presents integrated core, edge and SOL/divertor modelling using JINTRAC [3], developed by

EUROfusion, investigating whether 53 MW of auxiliary power is sufficient for stable ELMy H-

mode operation or if additional heating is required. Different techniques for lowering the L–H

power threshold are also considered in the modelling.

Modelling assumptions

The assumed L–H power threshold scaling law is based on Martin08 [4], with a factor

mD/mH = 2 correction for the hydrogen-dominated plasma [5]. Two different ECRH power

schemes are considered. The first scheme is 20 MW using the present design of the ITER ECRH

systems. In the second scheme, 10 MW of ECRH power is added, based on an upgrade of the

ITER heating systems that is being assessed [1]. JET experiments [6] have suggested that a



minority of helium can reduce PL−H of hydrogen plasmas. Therefore, we will also consider the

cases with and without added helium, assuming a 15 % reduction of PL−H when 〈nHe〉≈ 0.1〈ne〉.
Another option for reducing the L–H power threshold is to operate at low densities, as PL−H∼
〈ne〉0.717 [4]. However, this density scaling is expected to deviate towards larger PL−H when

〈ne〉. ne,min ≈ 2.5×1019 m−3 [7]. In order to avoid unacceptable levels of NBI shine-through

power in lower density regimes that can reduce the life expectancy of the NBI shield blocks,

a neon minority can be introduced to increase the beam stopping [8]. In these simulations,

neon levels are adapted to reach stabilised total shine-though power below about 1.8 MW. The

simulations also consider critical upper limits associated with excessive impurity radiation, for

instance a reduction of the net power flux across the separatrix, limiting the possibility to sustain

stable ELMy H-mode operation, or a fully detached plasma by excessive edge/SOL cooling.

Neon is also more efficient than H and He at sputtering tungsten from the divertor, potentially

adding significantly to the impurity radiation.

ECRH/ECCD is modelled using GRAY [9]. The equatorial EC launchers operate in O-mode,

which gives less parasitic absorption and more efficient ECCD than X-mode operation during

H-mode confinement. NBI heating and current drive is modelled with PENCIL [10], operating

at full power (16.5 MW on each of the two negative ion source injectors), injecting hydrogen

at ∼870 keV. For impurity physics, SANCO [11] is used, and core heat and particle transport

is handled by JETTO [12] and EDWM [13]. JETTO includes a continuous ELM model, which

has been used with the assumption αcrit = 1.8, based on edge ideal MHD calculations of similar

scenarios [14]. Plasma–wall/divertor interaction and scrape-off layer/private region transport

and atomic physics is modelled with EDGE2D-EIRENE [15, 16, 17].

Results

The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1. Cases are labelled A – D according to the

figure legends. The cases start with full ECRH power, adding 33 MW of NBI power at t = 0.

In cases A & B, the NBI power was instantaneously activated at full power, whereas cases C

& D do a gradual ramp-up of the NBI power over 400 ms for smoother L–H transition. All

cases except case A were able to reach a stable ELMy H-mode, as seen in Fig. 1.a. Case D

operates at a 35 – 55 % higher density than the other cases, which were kept close to the lower

limit of the PL−H high density branch (see Fig. 1.b). This was done to demonstrate the wide

operational space of this particular case, which benefits both from 10 MW of additional ECRH

and a 15 % lowering of the PL−H threshold due to the helium minority. In order to maintain the

higher density regimes of case D, pellet fuelling was required, whereas the lower density cases

were maintained by gas fuelling alone. Case C was assisted by pellet fuelling during the first
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Figure 1: Results of the hydrogen plasma simulations with JINTRAC. The horizontal axis in each of

the plots is time [s], offset such that t = 0 is the start time of full auxiliary power injection. SOL+PR

represents scrape-off layer plus private region. Pnet in Fig. 1.c is defined as Paux +Pohm−Prad−dWp/dt.

few seconds of H-mode operation, but was maintained by gas puffing after t ≈ 3.5 s.

Case B was excessively seeded with neon, with the shine-through power well below the long

pulse shine-through limit (Fig. 1.d), and with neon core impurity radiation up to about 12 MW

(and increasing) towards the end of the simulation (Fig. 1.e). The increasing radiation is due to

coninued neon seeding by gas puffing at a high rate. However, it has been demonstrated that

case B can be safely transitioned to L-mode while ramping down in NBI power and plasma

density, despite the large neon content. The details of this will be shown in a later publication.

Tungsten core and scrape-off layer radiation is small compared to neon in all four cases.

Cases A and B have high tungsten core content during initial conditions compared to cases C

and D, as indicated by Fig. 1.f. The source of tungsten content and associated radiation in the

scrape-off layer and private region in Fig. 1.h is supposedly a combination of sputtering from

the divertor and diffusion of the initial condition core content for these cases. However, cases



C and D show negligible tungsten radiation both in the core and in the SOL, indicating an

insignificant source of tungsten from divertor sputtering.

Figures 1.i and 1.j show the maximum power density loads on the inner and outer divertor

target plates, respectively. To ensure a sustained lifetime of the divertor, the maximum power

load on the target plates should not stabilise above about 10 MW/m2, preferably. The maximum

power density is below this threshold in all four cases except for individual spikes that coincide

with sawtooth crashes in the core.
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